COFFEEHOUSE 1

January 1991

By – Margaret Baldwin

Written contributions by – Diane Porter, Lisa Newman, Mary Morris-Brookman, Fran Sackett, Danielle Gilson

Director – Fran Sackett

Original Music/Accompaniment – Greg Howard

Production Stage Manager – Karen Johnson

Lighting Designer – Mark Schuyler

Lighting Crew – Will Kerner

Sound Designer – Joel Hailey

Sound Crew – Greg Howard

Acquisition – Will Kerner

CAST

SMARMY COMEDIAN – Steve Tharp, Bill Thomas

NORMAN (THE BUSBOY) – Champe Ransom

GRACE – Margaret Baldwin

RENNIE – Jennifer Nesbit

MYRA – Pam Loftin

ERNESTINE (THE BAG LADY) – Mary Morris-Brookman

MUESLI (THE EARTHWAITRESS) – Deborah Booth

HOWARD – John Chapin

AGNES – Danielle Gilson

LISA (THE WRITER) – Lisa Newman

WERT – Michael Parent
WART – Jack Kavana

THE TAOIST WAITRESS – Kyly Sicher

KATE (THE NAÏVE WAITRESS) – Lee Miller

ELLA (THE JADED WAITRESS) – Diane Porter

LOUIE (THE BAD POET) – Dan Scott